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Abstract
Training autonomous agents able to generalize
to multiple tasks is a key target of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) research. In parallel
to improving DRL algorithms themselves, Automatic Curriculum Learning (ACL) study how
teacher algorithms can train DRL agents more efficiently by adapting task selection to their evolving abilities. While multiple standard benchmarks
exist to compare DRL agents, there is currently
no such thing for ACL algorithms. Thus, comparing existing approaches is difficult, as too
many experimental parameters differ from paper
to paper. In this work, we identify several key
challenges faced by ACL algorithms. Based on
these, we present TeachMyAgent (TA), a benchmark of current ACL algorithms leveraging procedural task generation. It includes 1) challengespecific unit-tests using variants of a procedural Box2D bipedal walker environment, and 2)
a new procedural Parkour environment combining most ACL challenges, making it ideal for
global performance assessment. We then use
TeachMyAgent to conduct a comparative study
of representative existing approaches, showcasing
the competitiveness of some ACL algorithms that
do not use expert knowledge. We also show that
the Parkour environment remains an open problem. We open-source our environments, all studied ACL algorithms (collected from open-source
code or re-implemented), and DRL students in a
Python package available at https://github.
com/flowersteam/TeachMyAgent.

1. Introduction
When looking at how structured and gradual human-learning
is, one can argue that randomly presenting tasks to a learning
*
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agent is unlikely to be optimal for complex learning problems. Building upon this, curriculum learning has long been
identified as a key component for many machine learning
problems (Selfridge et al., 1985; Elman, 1993; Bengio et al.,
2009; Cangelosi & Schlesinger, 2015) in order to organize
samples showed during learning. While such a curriculum
can be hand-designed by human experts on the problem,
the field of Automatic Curriculum Learning (Graves et al.,
2017; Portelas et al., 2020a) focuses on designing teacher
algorithms able to autonomously sequence learning problem
selection so as to maximize agent performance (e.g. over
a set of samples in supervised learning, or game levels in
DRL).
Parallel to these lines of works, DRL researchers have been
increasingly interested in finding methods to train generalist agents (Rajeswaran et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018;
Vanschoren, 2018; Cobbe et al., 2019) to go beyond initial
successes on solving single problems, e.g individual Atari
games (Mnih et al., 2015) or navigation in fixed scenarios (Lillicrap et al., 2016; Haarnoja et al., 2018). Many
works proposed novel DRL learning architectures able to
successfully infer multi-purpose action policies when given
an experience stream composed of randomly sampled tasks
(Schaul et al., 2015; Hessel et al., 2018; Cobbe et al., 2019;
Hessel et al., 2019). Here and thereafter tasks denote learning problems in general, for instance multiple mazes to solve
(a.k.a environments) or, in the context of robotic manipulation, multiple state configuration to obtain (a.k.a. goals)
(Portelas et al., 2020a). To compare existing and future
Multi-task DRL agents, Cobbe et al. (2020) proposed a
suite of 16 atari-like environments, all relying on Procedural
Content Generation (PCG) to generate a wide diversity of
learning situations. The high-diversity induced by PCG has
been identified as particularly beneficial to foster generalization abilities to DRL agents (Justesen et al., 2018; Risi &
Togelius, 2019; OpenAI et al., 2019).
An important aspect not covered by these prior works is that
they all rely on proposing randomly selected tasks to their
agent, i.e. they do not consider using curriculum in learning. One can argue that random task selection is inefficient,
especially when considering complex continuous task sets,
a.k.a task spaces, which can feature subspaces of varying
difficulties ranging from trivial to unfeasible. Following this
observation, many works attempted to train given multi-task
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agents by pairing them with ACL algorithms (Portelas et al.,
2020a). The advantages of ACL over random task sampling
for DRL agents have been demonstrated in diverse experimental setups, such as domain randomization for sim2real
robotics (OpenAI et al., 2019; Mehta et al., 2019), video
games (Salimans & Chen, 2018; Mysore et al., 2019), or
navigation in procedurally generated environments (Florensa et al., 2018; Portelas et al., 2019; Racanière et al.,
2020).
While this diversity of potential application domains and
implementations of ACL hints a promising future for this
field, it also makes comparative analysis complicated, which
limits large-scale adoption of ACL. For instance, depending
on the ACL approach, the amount of required expert knowledge on the task space can range from close to none – as in
Portelas et al. (2019) – to a high amount of prior knowledge,
e.g. initial task sampling subspace and predefined reward
range triggering task sampling distribution shifts, as in OpenAI et al. (2019). Additionally, some ACL approaches were
tested based on their ability to master an expert-chosen target subspace (Klink et al., 2020) while others were tasked
to optimize their performance over the entire task space
(Baranes & Oudeyer, 2009; Florensa et al., 2018; Portelas
et al., 2019). Besides, because of the large computational
cost and implementation efforts necessary for exhaustive
comparisons, newly proposed ACL algorithms are often
compared to only a subset of previous ACL approaches
(Mehta et al., 2019; Portelas et al., 2019; Racanière et al.,
2020). This computation bottleneck is also what prevents
most works from testing their ACL teachers on a diversity of
DRL students, i.e. given a set of tasks, they do not vary the
student’s learning mechanism nor its embodiment. Designing a unified benchmark platform, where baselines would be
shared and allow one to only run its approach and compare
it to established results, could drive progress in this space.
Inspired by how the MNIST dataset (Lecun et al., 1998)
or the ALE Atari games suite (Bellemare et al., 2013) respectively catalyzed supervised learning and single-task
reinforcement learning research, we propose to perform this
much-needed in-depth ACL benchmarking study. As such,
we introduce TeachMyAgent 1.01 , a teacher testbed featuring
a) two procedural Box2D2 environments with challenging
task spaces, b) a collection of pre-defined agent embodiments, and c) multiple DRL student models. The combination of these three components constitutes a large panel
of diverse teaching problems. We leverage this benchmark
to characterize the efficiency of an ACL algorithm on the
following key teaching challenges:
1. Mostly unfeasible task spaces - While using PCG sys1
http://developmentalsystems.org/
TeachMyAgent/
2
2D game engine, used in OpenAI gym (Brockman et al., 2016)

tems to generate tasks allows to propose rich task
spaces to DRL agents, which is good for generalization,
such large spaces might contain a predominant amount
of unfeasible (or initially unfeasible) tasks . A teacher
algorithm must then have the ability to quickly detect
and exploit promising task subspaces for its learner.
2. Mostly trivial task spaces - On the contrary, the task
space might be mostly trivial and contain only few challenging subspaces, which is a typical scenario when
dealing with a skilled student (e.g. that is already
trained, or that has an advantageous embodiment). In
that case the teacher has to efficiently detect and exploit
the small portion of subspaces of relevant difficulty.
3. Forgetting students - DRL learners are prone to catastrophic forgetting (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017), i.e. to overwrite important skills while training new ones. This
has to be detected and dealt with by the teacher for
optimal curriculum generation.
4. Robustness to diverse students - Being able to adapt
curriculum generation to diverse students is an important desiderata to ensure a given ACL mechanism has
good chances to transfer to novel scenarios.
5. Rugged difficulty landscapes - Another important property for ACL algorithms is to be able to deal with
task spaces for which the optimal curriculum is not
a smooth task distribution sampling drift across the
space but rather a series of distribution jumps, e.g. as
in complex PCG-task spaces.
6. Working with no or little expert knowledge - Prior
knowledge over a task space w.r.t. a given student
is a costly information gathering process that needs to
be repeated for each new problem/student. Relying
on as little expert knowledge as possible is therefore
a desirable property for ACL algorithms (especially if
aiming for out-of-the-lab applications).
To precisely assess the proficiency of an ACL algorithm on
each of these challenges independently, we extend a Box2D
walker environment from Portelas et al. (2019) into multiple
unit-test variants, one per challenge, inspired by the structure of bsuite (Osband et al., 2020), a recent benchmark for
RL agents. The second environment of our benchmark is
the Parkour environment, inspired by Wang et al. (2020). It
features a complex task space whose parameters seed a neural network-based procedural generation of a wide diversity
of environments, in which there exists drastically different
learning curricula depending on the agent’s embodiment
(see fig. 1). To assess the ability of existing ACL methods
to robustly adapt to diverse students, we consider a random
black-box student scenario in the Parkour environment, i.e.
the morphology (e.g. walker or climber) of the learner is
randomly selected for each new training run.
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Scope More precisely, we conduct an in-depth comparative study of ACL approaches suited for generalist DRL
agents such as SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018) or PPO (Schulman et al., 2017) in single agent scenarios. We do not
include works on self-play/multi-agent setups (Hernandez
et al., 2019; Hernandez-Leal et al., 2018) nor single-agent
population-based approaches (Forestier et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2020). Also, we are interested in the problem of
task selection from a continuous parameter space encoding
the procedural generation of tasks. We leave the analysis of ACL methods for discrete task sets (Matiisen et al.,
2017; Mysore et al., 2019), sets of task spaces (Forestier
et al., 2017; Colas et al., 2019), or intrinsic reward learning
(Pathak et al., 2017; Burda et al., 2019) for future work.
We assume this continuous space is given and relatively
low-dimensional as it already poses strong teaching challenges: we therefore leave the analysis of approaches that autonomously learn task representations for subsequent work
(Pong et al., 2020; Jabri et al., 2019; Kovač et al., 2020).
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Our main contributions are:
• Identification of multiple challenges to be tackled by
ACL methods, enabling multi-dimensional comparisons of these algorithms.
• TeachMyAgent 1.0, a set of teaching problems (based
on PCG environments) to study and compare ACL
algorithms when paired with DRL students.
• Comparative study of representative existing ACL approaches including both skill-specific unit-tests and
global performance assessments, which highlights the
competitiveness of methods not using expert knowledge and shows that our Parkour environment largely
remains an open problem for current state-of-the-art
ACL.
• Release of an open-source Python package, featuring
1) all environments, embodiments and DRL students
from TeachMyAgent, 2) all studied ACL algorithms,
that we either adapt to our API when code is available
or re-implement from scratch if not open-sourced, 3)
our experimental results as baselines for future works,
and 4) tutorials & reproducibility scripts.

2. Related work
Many environment suites already exist to benchmark DRL
algorithms: some of them leverage video games, which
provide challenging discrete action spaces, e.g. Atari 2600
Games as in Bellemare et al. (2013) or Sonic The Hedgehog
levels in Nichol et al. (2018). To study and develop DRL
agents suited for complex continuous control scenarios, the
community predominantly used the MuJoCo physics engine (Todorov et al., 2012). The Deep Mind Lab (Beattie
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Figure 1. TeachMyAgent: A benchmark to study and compare
teacher algorithms in continuous procedural environments.

et al., 2016) provides customizable puzzle-solving environment, particularly well suited to study goal-conditioned
policies learning from pixels in rich 3D environments. At
the intersection of DRL and Natural Language Processing,
benchmark environments such as TextWorld (Côté et al.,
2018) or BabyAI (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019) were also
designed to provide a testbed to develop autonomous agent
receiving linguistic goals and/or interacting using language.
The bsuite benchmark (Osband et al., 2020) leverages unittests to assess the core capabilities of DRL methods (e.g.
generalization, memory). In all these previous works, the
DRL agent is learning in one or few environments presented
randomly and/or intrinsically chooses goals within those
predefined environments, and the long-term community objective is to find more efficient learning architectures. On
the contrary, the objective of TeachMyAgent is to foster the
development of new teacher algorithms whose objective is,
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given a task space and a DRL student, to most efficiently
organize the learning curriculum of their DRL student such
that its performance is maximized over the task set. In other
words, it is not about finding efficient learning architectures
but about finding efficient curriculum generators.
Perhaps closest to our work is the Procgen benchmark
(Cobbe et al., 2020), which features several atari-like environments, all having unique procedural generation systems
allowing to generate a wide diversity of learning situations,
particularly well suited to assess the generalization abilities of DRL agents. While they rely on an uncontrolable,
random procedural generation, we assume control over it,
which enables the use of ACL methods to select parameters
encoding task generation. An interesting future work, parallel to ours, would be to modify the Procgen benchmark to
allow direct control over the procedural generation.
Because of the current lack of any ACL benchmark, most
recently proposed ACL algorithms relied on designing their
own set of test environments. Florensa et al. (2018) used a
custom MuJoCo Ant maze in which the ACL approach is in
control of which end-position to target. Klink et al. (2020)
used another MuJoCo Ant maze and ball-catching environment featuring a simulated Barrett WAM robot. While these
previous works studied how to control goal selection in a
given fixed environment, we are interested in the arguably
more challenging problem of controlling a rich parametric
procedural generation. Portelas et al. (2019) already studied
ACL in Stump Tracks, a procedural Box2D environment
that we include and extend in TeachMyAgent, however it
did not perform an extensive comparative study as what
we propose in the present work. Racanière et al. (2020)
also used procedural generation to test their ACL approach,
however they only compared their ACL algorithm to GoalGAN (Florensa et al., 2018), and did not open-source their
environments. Additionally, in contrast with all previously
cited ACL works, in TeachMyAgent we propose an in-depth
analysis of each approaches through multiple unit-test experiments to fully characterize each teacher.

3. ACL baselines
In the following paragraphs we succinctly frame and present
all the ACL algorithms that we compare using TeachMyAgent. More detailed explanations are left to appendix A.

Framework Given a DRL student s and a n-dimensional
task-encoding parameter space T ∈ Rn (i.e. a task space),
the process of Automatic Curriculum Learning aims to learn
a function A : H 7→ D(T ) mapping any information retained about past interactions with the task space to a distribution of tasks.
One can define the optimization objective of an ACL policy

given an experimental budget of E episodic tasks as:
Z
max
PTE dT,
A

(1)

T∼Dtarget

with Dtarget the distribution of test tasks over the task space
and P the post-training performance (e.g. episodic reward,
exploration score) of student s on task T after E episodes.
Since it is usually difficult to directly optimize for this objective, various surrogate objectives have been proposed in
the literature. See Portelas et al. (2020a) for a review and
classification of recent ACL works.
Expert-knowledge To ease the curriculum generation
process, multiple forms of expert knowledge have been
provided in current ACL approaches. We propose to gather
them in three categories: 1) use of initial task distribution
Dinit to bootstrap the ACL process, 2) use of a target task
distribution Dtarget to guide learning, and 3) use of a function interpreting the scalar episodic reward sent by the environment to identify mastered tasks (Reward mastery range).
For each implemented ACL method, we highlight its required prior knowledge over the task space w.r.t a given
DRL agent in table 1. We hope that this classification will
ease the process of selecting an ACL method for researchers
and engineers, as available expert knowledge is (arguably)
often what conditions algorithmic choices in machine learning scenarios.
Implemented baselines We compare seven ACL methods, chosen to be representative of the diversity of existing
approaches, that can be separated in three broad categories.
First, we include three methods relying on the idea of maximizing the Learning Progress (LP) of the student: RIAC
(Baranes & Oudeyer, 2009), Covar-GMM (Moulin-Frier
et al., 2014) and ALP-GMM (Portelas et al., 2019). We then
add in our benchmark Goal-GAN (Florensa et al., 2018) and
Setter-Solver (Racanière et al., 2020), both generating tasks
using deep neural networks and requiring a binary reward
for mastered/not mastered tasks, pre-defined using expert
knowledge. Finally, we append to our comparison two ACL
algorithms using the idea of starting from an initial distribution of tasks and progressively shifting it regarding the
student’s capabilities: ADR (OpenAI et al., 2019) (inflating
a task distribution from a single initial task based on student
mastery at each task distribution’s border) and SPDL (Klink
et al., 2020) (shifting its initial distribution towards a target
distribution). We also add a baseline teacher selecting tasks
uniformly random over the task space (called Random).

4. The TeachMyAgent benchmark
In the following section, we describe available environments
and learners in TeachMyAgent. We propose two Box2D environments with procedural generation allowing to generate a
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Table 1. Expert knowledge used by the different ACL methods.
We separate knowledge required (REQ.) by algorithms, optional
ones (OPT.), and knowledge not needed (empty cell).
A LGORITHM
Dinit Dtarget R EWARD MASTERY RANGE
ADR
REQ .
REQ .
ALP-GMM
OPT.
C OVAR -GMM
OPT.
G OAL -GAN
OPT.
REQ .
RIAC
SPDL
REQ . REQ .
S ETTER -S OLVER
OPT.
REQ .

wide variety of terrains. Both our environments are episodic,
use continuous action/observation spaces and return scalar
rewards. In addition, we provide two DRL algorithms as
well as multiple agent morphologies. An experiment is thus
constituted of an ACL method, an environment and a learner
(i.e. an embodied DRL algorithm).
4.1. Environments
Stump Tracks environment Stump Tracks is an extension of a parametric Box2D environment initially presented
in Portelas et al. (2019). The learning policy is embodied into a walker agent whose motors are controllable with
torque (i.e. continuous action space). The observation space
is composed of lidar sensors, head position and joint positions. The walker is rewarded for going forward and penalized for torque usage. An episode lasts 2000 steps at most,
and is terminated if the agent reaches the end of the track
or if its head collides with the environment (in which case
a −100 reward is received). A 2D parametric PCG is used
for each new episode: it controls the height and spacing
of stumps laid out along the track (see fig. 2 and app. B).
We chose to feature this environment as its low-dimensional
task space is convenient for visualizations and modifications.
We derive multiple variants of Stump Tracks (e.g. by extending the task space boundaries or shuffling it) to design
our unit-tests of ACL challenges (see sec. 1 and sec. 5).

Figure 2. Stump Tracks, a simple parametric env. to study ACL
algorithms with DRL students.

Parkour environment Inspired by both Stump Tracks
and another Box2D environment from Wang et al. (2020),
we present the parametric Parkour environment: a challenging task space with rugged difficulty landscape, few
prior knowledge definable, and requiring drastically differ-

ent learning curricula depending on the agent’s embodiment.
It features an uneven terrain (see figure 1) composed of
a ground and ceiling encoded through a Compositional
Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN) (Stanley, 2007). This
CPPN, whose weights and architecture are kept fixed, takes
an additional input vector of bounded real numbers which
acts as the parameters controlling terrain generation. This
neural network based generation enables to create a task
space with a rugged difficulty landscape (see appendix B),
requiring time consuming exploration from an expert to
seek trivial subspaces. We propose three versions of this
task space (i.e. three possible bounds for the CPPN’s input vector): easy, medium (used in the experiments of this
paper) and hard. The Parkour environment also features
graspable objects, called ”creepers”, creating a niche for
climbing morphologies. Similarly to the stumps in Stump
Tracks, the creepers’ generation is controlled by their height
and the space between them. The Parkour’s task space also
contains a dimension controlling the ”water” level of the
track, ranging from 0 (no water) to 1 (entire parkour under
water). Water adds new physic rules aiming to imitate (in a
simplified way) physics of water.
The resulting 6D task space (3 for the CPPN’s input, 2
for creepers and 1 for water) creates a rich environment in
which the optimal curriculum will largely depend on the
agent’s embodiment (e.g. swimming agents need high levels
of water, while climbers and walkers need low levels). Note
that, as in Stump Tracks, each episode lasts 2000 steps,
agents are rewarded for moving forward (and penalised for
using torque) and have access to lidars, head position, joint
positions, and also additional information (see appendix B).
4.2. Learners
Embodiments As aforementioned, we introduce new
morphologies using swimming and climbing locomotion
(e.g. fish, chimpanzee, see figure 1). TeachMyAgent also
features the short walker and quadrupedal walker from Portelas et al. (2019) as well as new walking morphologies such
as the spider and the millipede (see figure 1).
DRL algorithms To benchmark ACL algorithms, we rely
on two different state-of-the-art DRL algorithms: 1) SoftActor-Critic (Haarnoja et al., 2018) (SAC), a now classical
off-policy actor-critic algorithm based on the dual optimization of reward and action entropy, and 2) Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017), a well-known
on-policy DRL algorithm based on approximate trust-region
gradient updates. We use OpenAI Spinningup’s implementation3 for SAC and OpenAI Baselines’ implementation4
for PPO. See appendix C for implementation details.
3
4

https://spinningup.openai.com
https://github.com/openai/baselines
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5. Experiments
We now leverage TeachMyAgent to conduct an in-depth
comparative study of the ACL algorithms presented in section 3. After discussing experimental details, we undergo
two separate experiments, aiming to answer the following
questions:
• How do current ACL methods compare on each teaching challenges proposed in sec. 1 ?
• How do current ACL methods scale to a complex task
space with limited expert knowledge ?
5.1. Experimental details
For both our environments, we train our DRL students for
20 million steps. For each new episode, the teacher samples
a new parameter vector used for the procedural generation of
the environment. The teacher then receives the cumulative
episodic reward that can be potentially turned into a binary
reward signal using expert knowledge (as in GoalGAN and
Setter-Solver). Additionally, SPDL receives the initial state
of the episode as well as the reward obtained at each step,
as it is designed for non-episodic RL setup. Every 500000
steps, we test our student on a test set composed of 100
pre-defined tasks and monitor the percentage of test tasks
on which the agent obtained an episodic reward greater than
230 (i.e. ”mastered” tasks), which corresponds to agents
that were able to reach the last portion of the map (in both
Stump Tracks and Parkour). We compare performance results using Welch’s t-test as proposed in Colas et al. (2018),
allowing us to track statistically significant differences between two methods. We perform a hyperparameter search
for all ACL conditions through grid-search (see appendix
A), while controlling that an equivalent number of configurations are tested for each algorithm. See appendix C for
additional experimental details.
5.2. Challenge-specific comparison with Stump Tracks
First, we aim to compare the different ACL methods on
each of the six challenges we identified and listed in section
1. For this, we propose to leverage the Stump Tracks environment to create five experiments, each of them designed
to highlight the ability of a teacher in one the first five ACL
challenges (see appendix C for details):
• Mostly unfeasible task space: growing the possible
maximum height of stumps, leading to almost 80% of
unfeasible tasks.
• Mostly trivial task space: allowing to sample stumps
with negative height introducing 50% of new trivial
tasks.

• Forgetting student: resetting the DRL model twice
throughout learning (i.e. every 7 Millions steps).
• Diverse students: using multiple embodiments (short
bipedal and spider) and DRL students (SAC and PPO).
• Rugged difficulty landscape: Applying a random transformation to the task space such that feasible tasks are
scattered across the space (i.e. among unfeasible ones).
Additionally, in order to compare methods on the last challenge (i.e. the need of prior knowledge), we propose to
perform each of our five experiments in three conditions:
• No expert knowledge: None of the prior knowledge
listed in table 1 is given. Hence only methods not
requiring it can run in this setup.
• Low expert knowledge: Only reward mastery range
information is accessible. We consider this as low prior
knowledge as, while it requires some global knowledge
about the task space, it does not require assumptions
on the difficulty of specific subspaces of the task space.
• High expert knowledge: All the expert knowledge
listed in table 1 is given.
Note that in the No expert knowledge and Low expert knowledge setups, SPDL (and ADR in Low expert knowledge)
uses an initial task distribution randomly chosen as a subset
of the task space. Moreover, in order to make a fair comparison in the High expert knowledge condition, we modified
the vanilla version of Covar-GMM and ALP-GMM such
that they can use an expert-given initial task distribution.
Using these 15 experiments (5 challenges in 3 expert knowledge setups), we here introduce what is, to our knowledge,
the first unit-test like experiment of ACL methods, allowing one to compare teachers in each of the challenges we
previously introduced. Moreover, performing each of the
five experiments in three expert knowledge setups allows to
show how the (un)availability of expert knowledge impacts
performance for each method, which is hard to infer from
each approach’s original paper as they tend to focus only
on the most ideal scenario. See appendix C for a detailed
explanation of each experimental setup.
To conduct our analysis, each ACL method is used in 15
experiments with 32 seeds, except ADR, GoalGAN and
Setter-Solver which cannot run in the No expert knowledge
setup (i.e. only 10 experiments). We then calculate the
aforementioned percentage of mastered test tasks on our test
set (identical for all experiments), and average it over seeds.
Performance results of all conditions can be visualized in
figure 3 as a ratio of the Random teachers’ performance, our
lower-baseline.
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Figure 3. EK: Expert Knowledge. Post-training performance of each ACL method as a ratio of Random’s results on multiple teaching
challenges, done with 3 different expert knowledge levels. We use : to show estimations of upper-bound performances in each challenge,
except for Variety of students (see appendix D.1). On each axis, we indicate which method performed significantly better than Random
(p < 0.05) using colored stars matching each method’s color (e.g. H for Covar-GMM, H for ADR). See appendix D.2 for details.

Results We gather the results in figure 3 as well as in
appendix D.2.
Expert-knowledge-free methods – Using these, one can
see, first, that methods not requiring any expert knowledge
(e.g. ALP-GMM or Covar-GMM) obtain very similar performances in No expert knowledge and in High expert knowledge setups (although expert knowledge does benefit them
in terms of sample efficiency, see app. D.2 for details).
Comparing their performance without prior knowledge to
the results obtained by other teachers when they have access
to high expert knowledge shows how competitive expertknowledge-free methods can be.
Expert knowledge dependency – The Low expert knowledge
setup highlights the dependence of methods relying on an
initial distribution of easy tasks (e.g. ADR and GoalGAN),

as it is not given in this scenario. As a result, in this setup,
ADR obtains end performances not significantly different
from Random in all challenges, and GoalGAN only outperforms Random in the mostly trivial task space (p < 0.05).
This has to be compared with their performance on the High
expert knowledge setup, in which both approaches reach the
top 3 results on 3/5 challenges.
ADR & GoalGAN – Both ADR and GoalGAN have one
strong weakness in a challenge (Rugged difficulty for ADR
and Forgetting student for GoalGAN) that lead them to a
performance worse than Random (significantly for ADR
with p < 0.05) in all expert knowledge setups. For ADR,
it can be explained by the fact that its expansion can get
stuck by subspaces of very hard (or unfeasible) difficulty,
and for GoalGAN, by its inability to adapt quickly enough
to the student’s regressing capabilities because of its inertia
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to update its sampling distribution (updating the buffer and
training the GAN). We provide a more in-depth analysis of
these two cases in appendix D.2.
SPDL – One can see that SPDL’s performance seem very
poor in our experimental setup: its end performance is significantly inferior to Random in 11/15 experiments (p < 0.05).
This can be explained by the fact that SPDL, by design,
optimizes performance over a Gaussian target distribution,
while our test set is uniformly sampled over the task space.
See appendix A for details and potential fixes.
5.3. Global performance analysis using the Parkour
The second experiment we propose aims to more broadly
benchmark ACL methods’ performance in the Parkour environment, which features most of the previously discussed
ACL challenges: 1) most tasks are unfeasible, 2) before
each run, unknown to the teacher, the student’s embodiment
is uniformly sampled among three morphologies (bipedal
walker, fish and chimpanzee), requiring the teacher to adapt
curriculum generation to a diversity of student profiles, and
3) tasks are generated through a CCPN-based PCG, creating a rich task space with rugged difficulty landscape and
hardly-definable prior knowledge (see appendix B).
We perform 48 seeded experiments (i.e. 16 seeds per morphology). To evaluate performance, three test sets were
hand-designed (one per embodiment) such that each contains an even distribution between easy, medium and hard
tasks. In terms of expert knowledge for teachers, we only
give reward mastery range. Without straightforward initial easy task distribution to give to teachers requiring such
knowledge (ADR and SPDL), we set it randomly over the
space for each new run. See appendix C for details.
Results We present the evolution of performance of each
teacher averaged over all seeds (and thus all embodiments)
in figure 4 and gather the detailed results in appendix D.3.
Interestingly, one can observe that best-performing methods do not use expert knowledge. This is explained by the
fact that few prior knowledge is provided to the teachers in
these experiments and, as shown in the challenge-specific
experiments, most methods using expert knowledge heavily rely on them to reach high-performance. However, one
can see that, while SPDL and Setter-Solver remain at the
performance level of Random, GoalGAN’s performance
along training is (mostly) not significantly different from
those of Covar-GMM and RIAC, two methods not relying
on expert knowledge, as opposed to GoalGAN. On his side,
ADR seems to plateau very fast and finally reach an average
performance significantly worse than Random (p < 0.05,
see figure 14). Indeed, as the difficulty landscape of the
Parkour environment is rugged, and the initial ”easy” task
distribution randomly set, ADR is unable to progressively

grow its sampling distribution towards feasible subspaces.
Finally, when looking specifically to each embodiment type,
results show the incapacity of all teachers to make the DRL
student learn an efficient policy with the climbing morphology (i.e. at most 1% of mastered tasks by the end of training
across all teachers), although we are able to show that highperforming policies can be learned when considering a subspace of the task space (see our case study in appendix D.3).
This might be due to the complexity of learning the climbing
gait w.r.t walking or swimming, as it requires for instance
good coordination skills between the arms and the grasping
actions. For the two other morphologies (bipedal walker
and fish), results obtained are also low (respectively less
than 60% and 50%) and have a high variance (especially for
the fish) considering that our test sets contain feasible tasks.
This makes the Parkour environment an open challenge for
future work on designing ACL algorithms.

6. Open-Source release of TeachMyAgent
With the open-source release of TeachMyAgent (version
1.0), we hope to provide a tool that can be used as a step
towards thorough comparison and better understanding of
current and future ACL methods. TeachMyAgent’s documented repository features the code of our environments,
embodiments, DRL students, as well as implementations
of all ACL methods compared in this paper. All of these
parts use APIs we provide such that one can easily add its
ACL method, learning algorithm, and new embodiment or
environment. We hope this will foster community-driven
contributions to extend TeachMyAgent in order to broaden
its impact and adapt it to the future of ACL. We also provide
the code we used to reproduce our experiments, as well
as Jupyter notebooks allowing to generate all the figures
showed in this paper. Finally, we release the results of our
benchmark, allowing one to load them and compare its ACL
method against baselines without having to reproduce our
large-scale experiments.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
In this article we presented TeachMyAgent 1.0, a first extensive testbed to design and compare ACL algorithms. It
features unit-tests environments to assess the efficiency of a
given teacher algorithm on multiple core skills and the Parkour environment, which provides a challenging teaching scenario that has yet to be solved. We used TeachMyAgent to
conduct a comparative study of existing ACL algorithms.
Throughout our experiments, we identified that 1) current
ACL approaches not using expert knowledge matched and
even outperformed (e.g. ALP-GMM) other approaches using high amounts of expert knowledge, and 2) the Parkour
environment is far from solved, which makes it a good candidate as a testbed when designing new ACL approaches.

TeachMyAgent: a Benchmark for Automatic Curriculum Learning in Deep RL

Figure 4. Averaged performance (48 seeds, with standard error of the mean) for each ACL method on Parkour. We calculate every 5
millions steps which method obtained statistically different (p < 0.05) results from Random and indicate it with a star.

Limitations & future work. An obvious extension of this
work is the addition of recent ACL approaches proposed
during or after our experimental campaign (Zhang et al.,
2020; Jiang et al., 2020). So far, all studied ACL algorithms
struggled to detect feasible task subspaces in Parkour, hinting that more research is needed to improve the ”progress
niche detection” ability of current teacher algorithms.
TeachMyAgent currently only features environments with
low-dimensional PCG systems. Designing new environments with higher-dimensional PCG, that might require to
learn low dimensional representations on which to apply
ACL algorithms, is an interesting avenue. Besides, our current list of environments only studies 2D locomotion tasks
inspired by ALP-GMM’s original paper (Portelas et al.,
2019) as well as other works on Deep RL and 2D locomotion (Ha, 2019; Song et al., 2018; Gaier & Ha, 2019;
Wang et al., 2019; 2020). While we put maximal effort in
building a thorough and fair analysis of ACL methods, we
believe extending TeachMyAgent with other environments
(e.g. ProcGen (Cobbe et al., 2020), robotic manipulation)
would make the benchmark even more informative.
Additionally, extending the benchmark to consider
environment-conditioned goal selection (Racanière et al.,
2020; Campero et al., 2020) – i.e. where teachers have to
observe the initial episode state to infer admissible goals
– is also worth investigating. TeachMyAgent provides a
distribution of diverse learners. To this respect, it could also
serve as a testbed for Meta ACL (Portelas et al., 2020b), i.e.
algorithms learning to learn to teach across a sequence of
students.
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